
  
 
 
Date:_________ 
 
RTR Media Inc 
10 Brentcliffe Rd 
Suite 212 
Toronto, ON, M4G 3Y2 
 
Your name:___________ 
 
Concepts and Materials Submission 
 
RTR Media Inc. (RTR) appreciates your interest in RTR as a production company. You wish to submit to RTR certain                    
creative materials, encompassing ideas, concepts, formats, marketing or promotional plans, treatments, literary materials             
and other original proposals and materials (Materials) and that you are seeking a producer for the program(s) described                  
in the Materials. 
 
RTR receives numerous submissions from third parties, as well as developing in-house ideas, formats, stories, concepts,                
artwork, music, and the like, and that consequently, RTR already may have learned of, conceived, and/or be involved                  
with developing materials or programs that resemble, share elements of, or otherwise contain ideas and elements similar                 
to those in the Materials with the program(s) described in Materials.  

 
Accordingly, your rights with respect to the Materials are limited to the rights you have under copyright, trademark and/or                   
patent laws. You will not have any claim against RTR unless RTR’s use of the Materials or any portion thereof is in                      
violation of copyright, trademark, and/or patent law.  
 
Your submission of the Materials, and/or RTR’s review or consideration of the Materials and/or any discussions or                 
negotiations you may have with RTR regarding the Materials, does not constitute or create any implied contract (either in                   
fact or at law) or entitlement to compensation, regardless of whether there exists any industry custom to the contrary.  
 
In the event that RTR offers to enter into a co-production or talent agreement with you regarding the production of any of                      
the programs submitted herein, such agreement will contain relevant terms governing the rights and responsibilities of                
both you and RTR in relation to the production of the program.  
 
This Agreement will apply equally to all Materials you have provided RTR and any further Materials submitted by you in                    
the future to RTR. 
 
If you have read and understand all of the terms and conditions held in this letter and are happy to proceed to submit the                        
Materials in accordance with this Agreement please sign and return to RTR a signed copy of this Agreement.  
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
_______________________________________________ 
 
Signed on behalf of RTR by 
Catherine Bolen aka Kit Redmond, CEO 

 
 

_______________________________________________ 
 

Agreed and accepted by 
DATED:_______________ 

 

 


